Adding details to sentences

Add descriptive language to the sentences to make them more interesting. Some suggested words are shown.

1. The dog runs in the park. *(fluffy, sprints, green)*
   The **fluffy** dog **sprints** in the **green** park.

2. The actress studies her role. *(complicated, memorizes, beautiful)*

3. Our teacher watches her students. *(excited, math, observes)*

4. The parents look at their baby. *(stare, adorable, new)*

5. The singer sings the song.

6. The dentist drives to his office.

7. The criminal calls his mom.

8. Our cat eats treats.

Add details to basic sentences can make writing more interesting.
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Answers
Answers will vary.

1. The dog runs in the park. (fluffy, sprints, green)
   The **fluffy** dog **sprints** in the **green** park.

2. The actress studies her role. (complicated, memorizes, beautiful)
   The **beautiful** actress **memorizes** her **complicated** role.

3. Our teacher watches her students. (excited, math, observes)
   Our **math** teacher **observes** her **excited** students.

4. The parents look at their baby. (stare, adorable, new)
   The **new parents** **stare** at their **adorable** baby.

5. The singer sings the song.
   The **handsome** singer **hums** the **catchy** song.

6. The dentist drives to his office.
   The **intelligent** dentist **speeds** to his **high-rise** office.

7. The criminal calls his mom.
   The **guilty** criminal **telephones** his **angry** mom.

8. Our cat eats treats.
   Our **fuzzy** cat **devours** **smelly** treats.